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A Comprehensive Russian Grammar 2010-09-27
the third edition of terence wade s a comprehensive russian grammar newly
updated and revised offers the definitive guide to current russian usage provides
the most complete accurate and authoritative english language reference grammar
of russian available on the market includes up to date material from a wide range
of literary and non literary sources including russian government websites features
a comprehensive approach to grammar exposition retains the accessible yet
comprehensive coverage of the previous edition while adding updated examples
and illustrations as well as insights into several new developments in russian
language usage since the collapse of the soviet union in 1991

English-Russian Grammar 1883
second edition of this popular self study guide for students of russian each chapter
covers a grammar point i e a part of speech noun verb pronoun adjective a word s
function in a sentence subject direct object indirect object a grammatical term
tense conjugation declension gender each chapter is divided into two sections 1 in
english grammar is explained as it relates to english anticipating concepts
necessary for russian 2 in russian grammar is explained as it relates to russian
with examples and explanations of the rules applied points out similarities
differences and alerts students to pitfalls part of the o h study guide series for
students of foreign languages experience has shown that students using the o h
russian study guide improve their performance in russian grammar thanks to a
better understanding of english grammar teachers can devote more class time to
developing communicative skills

English Grammar for Students of Russian 1993
advanced beginning through advanced in 12 self contained units this outstanding
reference provides a clear systematic presentation of the major grammatical
elements of russian a complete guide for developing a greater mastery of russian

Essentials of Russian Grammar 1984-02
excerpt from russian grammar for class and reference use a progressive method of
learning russian the living slavonic languages are russian polish czecho slovak
serbo croatian slovene wendish and bulgarian all so closely related that a
knowledge of any one of them is a key to an easy comprehension of all the others
the russian language is difficult and at first sight irregular and yet many obstacles
disappear when the student becomes familiar with the phonetics and the
grammatical basis russian is hard to acquire at first mainly owing to the somewhat
confusing phonetics viz the unlikeness of many sounds to those of english and the
changes in spelling of numerous forms when certain sounds are combined added to
this is the fact that the accent does not fall regularly on any one syllable but moves
in the inflected forms of the same word so arbitrarily that the stress of each form
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must be learned rather by association than by memorizing in the present grammar
the compiler has tried to lead the learner more briefly than has been done in some
other grammars of russian by progressive steps through the mazes of russian
morphology most of the examples given are intended for reference and not to be
learned by heart at the outset no attempt has been made to expound the higher
style poetical metre etc as these can be learned only after the beginner is well
equipped grammatically it is absolutely necessary to train students first in the
accidence teaching them to recognize and use both by sight and sound the
inflections and conjugations this has been attempted in the present work by means
of exercises in russian at the close of each lesson about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

A. Ivánoff's Russian Grammar (16th Ed.-145th
Thousand) 1882
modern russian grammar a practical guide is an innovative reference guide to
russian combining traditional and function based grammar in a single volume the
grammar is divided into two parts part a covers traditional grammatical categories
such as agreement nouns verbs and adjectives part b is carefully organized around
language functions covering all major communication situations with a strong
emphasis on contemporary usage all grammar points and functions are richly
illustrated with examples main features of the grammar include clear explanations
emphasis on areas of particular difficulty for learners of russian such as numerals
and verbs of motion extensive cross referencing between the different sections this
is the ideal reference grammar for learners of russian at all levels from beginner to
advanced no prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed and a
glossary of grammatical terms is provided

Russian Grammar 2015-06-12
this book treats aspects of grammar of russian from writing phonology and
morphology to syntax and aspect

Modern Russian Grammar 2008-12-02
da a practical guide to russian grammar is a concise and contemporary combined
reference grammar and workbook for intermediate level students and is ideal for
use both in the classroom and for self study the book contains clear explanations of
the core areas of russian grammar each point is illustrated with examples of
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contemporary language usage showing you how grammar works in practice while
at the same time enhancing your vocabulary and cultural knowledge every chapter
ends with a variety of exercises to test your progress and consolidate your
understanding da a practical guide to russian grammar features tables to help you
absorb more easily specific rules of grammar level indicators so you can tailor
learning to suit your ability and progress with confidence in text icons that identify
difficult points of grammar for you so you know where you need to focus that little
bit harder a glossary to aid your understanding of complex grammatical terms
exercises at the ends of chapters so you can test your comprehension answers to
exercises so you can check your own work with free access to online interactive
exercises with audio that give you practice listening and pronouncing russian da a
practical guide to russian grammar is one of the most comprehensive resources for
russian grammar available

A Reference Grammar of Russian 2004-01-22
the guide that helps students study faster learn better and get top grades more
than 40 million students have trusted schaum s to help them study faster learn
better and get top grades now schaum s is better than ever with a new look a new
format with hundreds of practice problems and completely updated information to
conform to the latest developments in every field of study fully compatible with
your classroom text schaum s highlights all the important facts you need to know
use schaum s to shorten your study time and get your best test scores schaum s
outlines problem solved

Da! A Practical Guide to Russian Grammar
2013-11-26
divlogical developmental presentation includes all the necessary tools for speech
and comprehension and features numerous shortcuts and timesavers ideal as an
introduction supplement or refresher div

Schaum's Outline of Russian Grammar, Second
Edition 2009-05-01
reprint of the original first published in 1883

English-Russian Grammar, Or, Principles of the
Russian Language for the Use of Englishmen
1857
intermediate russian provides a reference grammar and related exercises in one
volume varied texts from russian sources give an insight into contemporary russian
society and culture features include texts and exercises reflecting contemporary
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russian concise grammar explanations full exercise key detailed index intermediate
russian and its sister volume basic russian are ideal both for independent study
and use in class together the books provide a compendium of the essentials of
russian grammar

Essential Russian Grammar 2012-04-27
this is the ideal grammar guide for beginner or intermediate students of russian
and the perfect complement to other language learning tools

English-Russian Grammar, or, Principles of the
Russian Language for the Use of the English
(Fourth Edition) 2024-01-10
the second edition of a russian grammar workbook provides a rigorous and hands
on approach to russian grammar for students who are intent on mastering the
nuance and complexities of this language revised and updated version of the
popular and comprehensive workbook offering detailed coverage of all aspects of
russian grammar new edition reflects changes in russian lexis and grammar over
the past few years features over 230 sets of structured exercises packed with
activities ranging from substitution drills and multiple choice questions to
grammatical quizzes and translation exercises may be used independently or in
conjunction with wade s a comprehensive russian grammar 3rd edition a
transparent structure links directly to the grammar for ease of reference between
the two volumes

The Dictionary of Exceptions to Rules of Russian
Grammar 1968
a comprehensive russian grammar provides a definitive guide to current russian
usage taking many of its examples from the press and contemporary literary
sources

Intermediate Russian 2013-06-26
modern russian grammar workbook is an innovative book of exercises and
language tasks for all learners of russian the book is divided into two parts section
1 provides exercises based on essential grammatical structures section 2 practises
everyday functions such as making introductions apologizing and expressing needs
a comprehensive answer key at the back of the book enables students to check on
their progress main features include exercises graded according to level of
difficulty cross referencing to the related modern russian grammar topical
exercises which develop students vocabulary base the modern russian grammar
workbook is ideal for all learners of russian from beginner to intermediate and
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advanced students it can be used both independently and alongside the modern
russian grammar a practical guide also published by routledge john dunn is
honorary research fellow and shamil khairov is lecturer in russian both at the
school of modern languages and cultures university of glasgow

Beginner's Russian Grammar 2000
thousands of students have found these books the ideal way to master the
grammar of their chosen language they offer a step by step explanation of a
concept as it applies in english a presentation of the same concept as it applies in
the target language the similarities and differences between the two languages
stressing common pitfalls for english speakers and including review exercises with
an answer key

Russian Grammar Workbook 2013-12-12
russian grammar form and function 1 is the fast and practical way for beginning
students to learn six cases of russian nouns russian grammar form and function 1
can be used in the classroom for self study or as a supplement to any a1 a2 course
book this book offers simple explanation and clear examples of each case of
russian nouns key section contains answers to all exercises

Comprehensive Russian Grammar 2000-08-03
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Modern Russian Grammar Workbook 2013-06-17
excerpt from a condensed russian grammar for the use of staff officers and others
the semi vowel it forms a diphthong with the vowel that precedes itz thus naix 1
give moi l my are pronounced die mo about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works
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English Grammar for Students of Russian 1993
essentials of russian reading conversation grammar third edition by a v gronicka
preface to third edition the third edition of essentials of russian has developed
from intensive use of the earlier editions for a whole decade by colleges and
universities throughout the united states and abroad as well as by the united states
armed forces and by private study groups the basic organization and approach of
this book have proved their effectiveness and have been retained revisions have
been limited to the clarification of certain rules of grammar a considerable
shortening of the common expressions and idioms units especially those in the
more advanced lessons and the rewriting of four of the less successful reading
selections the new reading units offer a survey of russias geography a biography of
anton chekhov an introduction to the development of the russian language and a
brief essay on the russian academy of sciences these units it is felt are more timely
and functional as well as better attuned to an essentials level than were the units
they replace further innovations in this edition are the expansion of the
introductory lessons on pronunciation amplification of the aspect lesson to provide
a more gradual presentation of the basic features of this central phase of the
russian verb system and to introduce advanced materials that have proved
essential for a well rounded presentation of the conjugation of the russian verb
addition of numerous review reading and vocabulary building units addition of a
second section to the translation into russian units to afford a more comprehensive
review of vocabulary and a more intensive drill on grammatical features inclusion
of a completely new ap pendix which offers a selection of russian poems songs
proverbs and riddles incorporation of numerous new key tables in the original
grammar appendix and thorough revision and expansion of the index and the
russian english and english russian vocabu laries at the end of the book the
revisions and especially the additions and expansions should hold the old and gain
new friends for essentials of russian the authors wish to take this occasion to thank
their many col leagues for constructive contributions to the preparation of this new
edition they are especially grateful to professors rufus w mathew son jr of
columbia university and edmund zawacki of the univer sity of wisconsin and his
fine staff for numerous suggestions which have helped greatly to make essentials
of russian a better book finally the authors wish to take this opportunity to express
their thanks to hilde von gronicka for her capable and patient assistance in guiding
three editions of the essentials of russian through the press a v g h b t v to this text
is designed for classroom and individual instruction but can also be used for self
teaching it has grown out of the authors experience gained in the army intensive
language courses and in subsequent experimental classes at colleges and
universities emphasis is placed throughout on conversation and reading at the
same time a concise and systematic analysis of the essentials of russian grammar
has been provided in order to solidify and to lend permanence to the results
achieved by the direct approach the text is divided into thirty lessons preceded by
two intro ductory units which set forth the russian printed and cursive letters and
give their approximate phonetic values each lesson is subdivided into seven closely
interrelated parts i common expressions and idioms ii eeading exercise iii
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vocabulary iy grammar y questions yi grammar exercise vii translation into eussian
the reading exercises ii are the core around which each lesson is organized they
contain all the new grammar and vocabulary introduced in each lesson

Russian Grammar 1979
tough test questions missed lectures not enough time textbook too pricey
fortunately there s schaum s this all in one package includes more than 220
practice exercises to sharpen your grammar skills you ll find everything you need
to build confidence skills and knowledge for the highest score possible more than
40 million students have trusted schaum s to help them study faster learn better
and get top grades now schaum s is better than ever with a new look a new format
with hundreds of practice problems and completely updated information to
conform to the latest developments in every field of study schaum s outline of
russian grammar third edition features grammatical expressions used by native
russian speakers today a complete review of grammar rules an accessible format
for quick and easy review hundreds of example sentences and more access to
revised schaums com website

Practical Russian Grammar 1918
excerpt from elementary russian grammar about a year ago the university of
chicago press invited me to write a brief elementary grammar of russian with the
prime object of introducing the students in a reasonably short time to the reading
of simple texts such as are accessible for instance through harper s adaptation of
boyer speranski s russian reader while i undertook the interesting task with some
eagerness i was well aware of its difficulty it would have been easy indeed to
compile a satisfactory tabulation of rules and paradigms for cursory study and
systematic reference and such a booklet might have proven fairly useful for the
needs of traditional reading by means of translation but my ingrained conviction of
the limitations of such a study of a modern foreign language turned me from that
line of least resistance and made it incumbent upon me to embody even in this
modest booklet the most essential features of what is generally termed the direct
method representing both my theoretical views and the results of twenty years
experience in the teaching of several foreign languages russian among them this
implied a number of peculiar complications the first requirement consisted in an
exposition of russian pronunciation on a phonetic basis unavoidably connected
with phonetic transliteration the elusive elasticity of russian articulation on the one
hand and the need of the greatest simplicity attainable on the other hand involved
many embarrassing problems and demanded considerable deviations from the
standard of the association phonétique which i should have preferred to adopt in
its entirety another feature of the direct method the inductive presentation of
grammatical principles though apparently beset with serious difficulties in the
study of russian resulted in some rather interesting simplifications of traditional
grammar especially in the virtual elimination of the numerous declensional classes
and the reduction to a minimum of the intricacies of the russian verb about the
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publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Russian Grammar 2020-12-02
this concise handbook covers parts of speech verbs the russian case system the
cyrillic alphabet spelling rules and pronunciation

A Condensed Russian Grammar [microform], for
the Use of Staff-officers and Others 2022-10-27
this book is meant for english speaking pupils and students of russian at the post
introductory stage it can also be used by teachers of russian in their work the
concept explanations and design of the book are entirely practical the english part
of the book is based mainly on british usage and spelling

Introductory Russian Grammar 1964
ch ph reiff s english russian grammar is a comprehensive guide to the russian
language for english speakers this book is an essential tool for anyone looking to
learn or improve their russian language skills with clear explanations and
examples this book is perfect for both beginners and more advanced learners alike
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A Condensed Russian Grammar 2016-10-08
the present book aims at giving a systematic exposition of russian morphology
pronunciation and spelling for foreign students studying russian without a teacher
and for teachers of russian in this book syntax is touched upon only briefly and in
connection with morphology when the uses of a morphological form are explained
particular attention has been paid to the following aspects of russian grammar
which in the opinion of the author may present greater difficulty to beginners the
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gender of the noun and the agreement in gender of a word with its head noun the
meanings and uses of the cases with and without prepositions the aspects of the
verb and their use the classification of verbs into productive type and
nonproductive type verbs and word building a short chapter at the beginning of
the book outlines the main peculiarities of russian pronunciation and spelling much
attention has been devoted to stress in the russian language not being a
theoretical grammar the present book contains no definitions of the grammatical
categories all the grammar material is expounded in tables accompanied by notes
giving the most essential explanations each chapter is preceded by general
remarks setting forth the principal peculiarities of the part of speech concerned all
explanations are based on examples from colloquial russian as well as from fiction
newspapers and magazines only the most essential rules of russian spelling are
dealt with to facilitate the student s work on the meanings and uses of the cases
the uses are given first without prepositions and then with prepositions in the
tables the prepositions are arranged in alphabetic order first those governing one
caseand then those governing several cases meanings are given only in the cases
of prepositions which have several meanings

Essentials of Russian 2008-11-01
russian is spoken by nearly 450 million people and demand for russian speakers is
growing this introductory course includes an audio cd with practice dialogues just
the ticket for readers who need basic russian for business school or travel serafima
gettys phd newark ca is coordinator of the foreign language program at lewis
university andrew kaufman phd charlottesville va is a visiting assistant professor at
the university of virginia note cd rom dvd and other supplementary materials are
not included as part of ebook file

Schaum's Outline of Russian Grammar, Third
Edition 2017-11-03
russian grammar book cases morphology and function is a reference grammar and
workbook in one volume intended for beginners and learners who want to
systematize their knowledge of case function the book describes the usage of
grammatical cases giving necessary information on verbs as well the presentation
of grammar is rendered in charts with explanations in english illustrated with
numerous examples and ample amount of exercises and reading tasks both
translated into english which makes the learning process fast and easy it contains
useful vocabulary for such essential issues as food clothes orientation in the city
etc to help learners communicate effectively the book is printed in color which
makes the given information catchy it can be used in the classroom as well as for
self study there are keys to the exercises and reading tasks all material in the book
is interrelated every chapter has an overview which consolidates the previously
learned material
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Elementary Russian Grammar 2015-06-12
designed for students with a basic knowledge of russian this book provides an
accessible reference grammar and related exercises in a single volume across
more than forty grammar topics it introduces the student to russian people and
culture through the medium of the language used today covering the core material
which the student would expect to encounter in their first year of learning russian
complete with a full key to exercises and glossary basic russian is a user friendly
reference grammar suitable for both independent study and class use

Russian Grammar 1957
this fully revised second edition of da a practical guide to russian grammar is a
concise and contemporary reference grammar and workbook for intermediate level
students the book contains clear explanations of the core areas of russian grammar
each point is illustrated with examples of contemporary language usage showing
you how grammar works in practice while at the same time enhancing your
vocabulary and cultural knowledge every chapter ends with a variety of exercises
to test your progress and consolidate your understanding now revised with more
exercises and enhanced e resources suitable for intermediate level students da a
practical guide to russian grammar is an invaluable resource for both classroom
and self study

Russian Grammar 1992

Essential Russian Grammar 2010

English-Russian Grammar, Or, Principles of the
Russian Language for the Use of the English
2023-07-18

A Short Russian Reference Grammar 2005-01-01

A transformational grammar of Russian adjectives
2012-02-14
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English-Russian grammar, or, Principles of the
Russian language for the use of Englishmen 1853

Russian For Dummies 2011-05-23

Cases Morphology and Function 2015-11-15

Basic Russian 2013-08-06

Da! 2020
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